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Fed insider-turned-bond  
boss backs central banks  
to beat inflation
Cohen & Steers’ Bill Scapell is steering his preferred securities strategy through rising  
rates but is keeping a close eye on default levels.

By IAN HEATH

The rate hiking cycle of 2022 punished many 
investors but rising yields have also created 
excitement in fixed income markets not seen 
for years.

So much so, that 32-year industry veteran and 
preferred securities specialist Bill Scapell told 
Citywire Selector that his current view of the 
newfound opportunities is ‘you can throw a 
dart and you won’t miss’.

Citywire A-rated Scapell, who is Cohen and 
Steers’ fixed income head and runs the Cohen 
& Steers SICAV Global Preferred Securities 
fund, said there was one caveat to his upbeat 
view – high inflation could be persistent.

‘Almost any fixed income asset class is worth 
looking at now. But this view is predicated on 
another view, which is that central banks will 
beat inflation. If you think that central banks 
will not beat inflation, then fixed income 
assets are more questionable.

‘But I believe they will. I worked at a central 
bank for six-and-a-half years and I think 
it’s like a law of nature that if you hike rates 
enough, you’ll beat inflation.’

Inside the strategy
Scapell joined Cohen & Steers in 2003 and 
worked for the Federal Reserve early in his 
career. His SICAV Global Preferred Securities 
fund currently ranks 14 out of 186 managers in 

the Bonds - Global Corporates sector, with a 
total return of 3.3% over three years compared 
with the sector average decline of 6.5%.

His fund invests in preferred and debt 
securities believed to be undervalued relative 
to credit quality. Scapell follows a bottom-up 
approach to assess fundamentals coupled 
with top-down macroeconomic analysis.

He said preferred securities and subordinated 
debt can combine high yield returns with the 
security of investment grade. ‘If you look at 
preferred securities, over the last five or 10 
years, they have beaten corporate bonds by 
200bps annualised. It’s because their income 
rates are about 200bps higher than corporate 
bonds.

‘If you compare preferred to high yield, the 
total returns are about the same over five to 
10 years. High yield has an income rate that’s 
another 200bps higher but the default rate in 
preferred securities is around 10bps, whereas 
high yield is about 4% annualised.’

Preferred securities’ main drawback is in the 
case of a company bankruptcy where they are 
lower priority for repayment than standard 
fixed income and their income payments are 
ultimately discretionary dividends, rather 
than fixed coupons. 

Scapell said this was mitigated by the high 
quality of issuers, which tend to be cashflow-

rich non-cyclical companies, such as in the 
banking, insurance and real estate sectors.

‘The majority of the preferred securities 
market is investment grade. The rating 
agencies take into account that preferreds are 
lower in the capital stack and the preferred 
issuers have the right to stop paying you. But 
their historical default rates are more or less in 
line with investment grade corporate bonds.

‘Another way of looking at it is, who issues 
preferred securities? I would not buy a 
preferred security from a company that is 
cyclical or highly leveraged and the market 
won’t buy those either.

‘And payments stoppage is an extremely rare 
event. Cutting a common dividend is one 
thing as a signal to the market that you’re 
not doing as well, but stopping payments on 
preferred dividend is a sign of distress, so it 
happens very seldom.’

The investment process
Scapell said his team initially focuses on the 
fundamentals when selecting securities.

‘Our process always starts with the 
fundamentals of the issuers. Sometimes the 
geographic and political situations can play 
into it, and we have to be compensated for 
the risks. If we’re investing in an Italian bank, 
for example, we have to be compensated for 



the political arena.

‘Then there is the macro environment. If we 
believe that the economy is strengthening, 
maybe we want less duration. The big dials 
are credit and rates, just like any fixed income 
manager.’

One method Scapell’s team uses to mitigate 
interest rate risk is monitoring coupon resets. 
‘Most preferred securities are perpetual and 
have coupon resets.

‘The typical structure is the security is fixed 
rate for five years. If we want to be defensive 
relative to interest, we choose a security that’s 
been around for, let’s say, three years and it’s 
only two years until the reset. There are also 
floating rate for firms where they reset every 
quarter.’

He said credit was ‘trickier’ to mitigate and 
required layered analysis of securities. ‘The 
first thing you do is you choose the company, 
then the industry. Then maybe if we think 
credit, in general, is going to be weaker, we 
might not buy Italy, and instead, buy France 
or Switzerland.

‘This also gets back to the structure. Let’s take 
the most typical security that has a fixed rate 
for five years and then resets. If it was issued 
in a timeframe when credit spreads are very 
tight, the reset might be a weak one, maybe 
just 250 bps.

‘But if it was issued, when credit spreads were 
wide the reset might be 400 or 450 bps. If you 
want to be defensive relative to credit, you 
choose securities that have high resets.’

Positioning and outlook
Scapell said his portfolio was repositioned 
to deal with 2022’s interest rate hikes and 
remained defensive despite his more 
optimistic inflation view.

‘Last year you had to be defensive relative to 
interest rates. We were, and our portfolio is 
still a little bit defensive relative to interest 
rates. But we have extended duration.

‘I think the central banks will win the war with 
inflation. Historically, whenever the central 
banks get to their terminal rates in the cycle, 
in the highest short rate in the cycle, long rates 
come down. Over the course of the year, we’re 
not there yet, but we think it will make sense 
to extend duration further.

‘As far as credit is concerned, the more central 
banks hike, the more risk there is. The central 
banks are taking away the liquidity, and 
they’re encouraging people to put their money 
in money markets instead of taking risk. We’ve 
been more defensive relative to credit.’

Despite his caution on credit, Scapell took 
the view that company fundamentals in the 
aftermath of previous crises were stronger.

‘Fundamentally, I agree that a lot of 
companies are in relatively good shape. The 
reason is the Covid-19 crisis wasn’t very long 
ago. In the US in 2020, the high-yield debt 
market had a 6.7% default rate. The so-called 
“weaker animals” are out of the herd because 
of that.  

‘Within the preferred securities market, banks 
and insurance companies, their capital ratios 
are very good right now. Since the financial 
crisis, the regulators have not let down their 
guard. Particularly in Europe, the required 
capital levels keep going up.’

The area where he felt defaults would be most 
sharply felt was the high-yield market but not 
to a ‘terrible’ level. ‘Balance sheets look quite 
good but if central banks have to keep hiking 
rates, there will be concerns about the general 
economy. High yield is more at risk.

‘The business models in high yield are 

leveraged. Most high yield companies do not 
borrow for 10 years or 30 years, they borrow 
for two years. As those rates come up, and 
they have to refinance, their cashflows are 
going to look terrible.

‘People love high yield when rates are going 
up because it is low duration. But if you wait 
three years, those companies have to turn over 
that debt.

‘We’re approaching the risky period of the 
high yield market over the next year to two 
years. I don’t think it’s going to be a terrible 
experience but there will be defaults of 3% 
maybe. I don’t think it’ll be 6% or 7%.’

Allocation ideas
Scapell said regional selection was a key 
consideration when buying preferred 
securities. ‘Within Europe, it’s usually trickier 
to invest in, let’s say, Italy or Greece. But there 
are time frames when we think those are good 
places to invest.

‘We prefer right now France and Switzerland, 
for instance. France is a place where the 
banks have very attractive returns on equity. 
Germany is a great industrial market but it is 
overbanked and the banks there have very 
poor returns on equity.’

Other countries he pointed to as attractive 
were the US, Canada, Spain, Australia and 
Japan. In emerging markets the globally-
oriented fund holds Mexican and Hong Kong 
securities, while sometimes investing in Brazil 
but not at this time.

Scapell said he was cautious and underweight 
on the UK due to its complex issues, such as 
Brexit, but, as with elsewhere, he would invest 
if risks are priced in. 
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This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the prospectus of the Cohen & Steers SICAV and to the 
KIID before making any final investment decisions. 
 
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. 
  
There is no guarantee that any market forecast set forth in this article will be realized. There is no guarantee that 
any historical trend referenced herein will be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict precisely when 
such a trend will begin. The mention of specific securities is not a recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or 
hold any particular security and should not be relied upon as investment advice. 
 
This article is for informational purposes and reflects prevailing conditions and our judgment as of the date of this 
material, which are subject to change. This material should not be relied upon as investment advice, does not 
constitute a recommendation to buy or sell a security or other investment and is not intended to predict or depict 
performance of any investment. This material is not being provided in a fiduciary capacity and is not intended to 
recommend any investment policy or investment strategy or take into account the specific objectives or 
circumstances of any investor. We consider the information in this article to be accurate, but we do not represent 
that it is complete or should be relied upon as the sole source of appropriateness for investment. Please consult 
with your investment, tax or legal professional regarding your individual circumstances prior to investing. 
 
Risks of investing in preferred securities. There are special risks associated with investing in the Fund. All 
investments involve risks, including loss of capital, and there is no guarantee that investment objectives will be 
met. In general, the risks of investing in preferred securities are similar to those of investing in bonds, including 
credit risk and interest-rate risk. As nearly all preferred securities have issuer call options, call risk and reinvestment 
risk are also important considerations. In addition, investors face equity-like risks, such as deferral or omission of 
distributions, subordination to bonds and other more senior debt, and higher corporate governance risks with 
limited voting rights. An investment in the Fund is subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of the 
entire principal amount that you invest. The value of these securities, like other investments, may move up or 
down, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably. The Fund may invest in below-investment grade securities and 
unrated securities judged to be below investment-grade by the Advisor. Below-investment grade securities or 
equivalent unrated securities generally involve greater volatility of price and risk of loss of income and principal, 
and may be more susceptible to real or perceived adverse economic and competitive industry conditions than 
higher-grade securities. The Funds' benchmarks do not contain below investment-grade securities.  
 
Contingent capital securities (sometimes referred to as "CoCos") are debt or preferred securities with loss 
absorption characteristics built into the terms of the security, for example a mandatory conversion into common 
stock of the issuer under certain circumstances, such as the issuer's capital ratio falling below a certain level. Since 
the common stock of the issuer may not pay a dividend, investors in these instruments could experience a 
reduced income rate, potentially to zero, and conversion would deepen the subordination of the investor, hence 
worsening the investor's standing in a bankruptcy. Some CoCos provide for a reduction in the value or principal 
amount of the security under such circumstances. In addition, most CoCos are considered to be high yield or 
"junk" securities and are therefore subject to the risks of investing in below investment-grade securities.  
 
Cohen & Steers Ireland Limited is the management company of Cohen & Steers SICAV (the “Management 
Company”) and is authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (No.C188319). The Management 
Company has appointed Cohen & Steers UK Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FRN458459), as the distributor for the shares of the Fund. Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc. 
is a US registered investment advisory firm that provides investment management services to corporate 
retirement, public and union retirement plans, endowments, foundations and mutual funds. Cohen & Steers Asia 
Limited is authorized and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong (ALZ367). Cohen & 
Steers Japan Limited is a registered financial instruments operator (investment advisory and agency business and 



 
 

 

discretionary investment management business with the Financial Services Agency of Japan and the Kanto Local 
Finance Bureau No. 3157) and is a member of the Japan Investment Advisers Association.  
 
For investors in Switzerland: The state of the origin of the fund is Luxembourg. In Switzerland, the representative 
is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Leutschenbachstrasse 50, CH-8050 Zurich, whilst the paying agent is Helvetische 
Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008, Zurich. The prospectus, the basic information sheet or the Key Investor 
Information Documents, the articles of association as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained 
free of charge from the representative. In respect of the units offered in or from Switzerland, the place of 
performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the representative. This document provides the investors 
with key investor information. It is not marketing material. 
 
No representation or warranty is made as to the efficacy of any particular strategy or fund or the actual returns 
that may be achieved. Shares of the fund are only offered pursuant to the current prospectus, which can be 
obtained from your financial advisor or by contacting the fund’s administrator. The information in this 
communication is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an offer to sell, or a solicitation 
of an offer to buy, shares of the fund. The sales of shares of the fund may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. In 
particular, shares may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly in the United States or to U.S. persons, as more 
fully described in the prospectus. See prospectus for additional information including important risk 
considerations, including potential loss of capital, and details about fees and expenses. 
 
This communication is not contractually binding or legislatively required. This communication is not sufficient to 
make an investment decision. For more information regarding the Cohen & Steers SICAV please visit our website 
located here (https://www.cohenandsteers.com/), where you can obtain a copy of the most recent prospectus 
(https://assets.cohenandsteers.com/assets/content/resources/literature/SICAV_Prospectus) and KIID documents. 
Investors and potential investors can obtain a summary in English of investor rights, and information on access to 
collective redress mechanisms if available, in the prospectus. The manager may determine to terminate any 
arrangements made for marketing the shares in one or more jurisdictions in accordance with the UCITS Directive, 
as may be amended from time to time. 


